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Mar'kul Nauna

Mar'kul Nauna is an NPC controlled by GM Semjax who appears in the Kingdom of Neshaten Council.

Mar Kul Nauna

Species: Shukaren Laibe (Sub-Species)
Gender: Male

Age: 32
Height: 8'
Weight: 210 lbs

Organization: Kingdom of Neshaten
Occupation: Military Leader/Councilman

Rank:

Current Placement: Kingdom of Neshaten

Character Description

Mar'kul is a rather large Laibe with equally as large ambition. Standing at a massive eight foot, and
muscle making him weight two-hundred and ten pounds, he is physically a force to be reckoned with.
Due to a rare condition his fur an ash gray in color, hair a orange color, his tail tip is a rare golden and his
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almond shaped eyes are a milky purple in color resembling nebulae seen across the universe. His hair is
short, about to his mid shoulders in terms of length he wears it tied into a small ponytail. Beneath all the
fur, the man is exceptionally toned with nary an ounce of fat upon his body. His ears are shaped to
resemble a foxes, however his right ear is missing about an inch off the tip. Noticeably his left eye has a
facial scar that he has had since he was young, and while not blinded; it has rendered his left eye with
problems involving seeing.

Mar'kul is a unique style of Neshaten, while most Neshaten are more pacifists by nature, he is actually
extremely aggressive and would more then happy go to war with an entire nation to prove the Neshaten
superiority. This, however, is kept a secret from most everyone with only his wife and his elite unit
knowing his true motivations and ambitions. The Laibe is extremely motivated, and his ambitions are
nearly limitless. He is an exceptionally proud individual, proud of his heritage and what he had to go
through to get where he is. He is also an extremely xenophobic Laibe, unwilling to compromise on any
form of xeno-communication with other aliens. His stance on the Xeno-communications is extremely
outspoken and most everyone on the council knows where he stands on it. Despite certain things being
known about Mar'kul, he is an extremely hard individual to read as he is an exceptionally calm,
calculating, and overall apathetic Laibe.

Over the course of his military service he has proven to be an extremely effective commander, as well as
an extremely cold and unforgiving one. When it comes to people loyal to him, he deals with traitors swift
and diligently, and has no issue at all with executing someone for disobeying orders, or even questioning
him. This strong dedication to loyalty and following orders has lead his elite unit to being the top dogs of
the Military, and has made his name exceptionally known throughout the entirety of the military.

History and Relationship Notes

Relationships

Rahn'al'mani Nauna - Wife -
Mor'na Nauna - Mother (Deceased) -
Ral'go Nauna - Father (Deceased) -
Sal'ik Nauna - Cousin -

Skill Areas

Communications: Fluent in $LANGUAGES_SPOKEN
Skill Area 2
Skill Area 3
Skill Area 4
Skill Area 5
Skill Area 6
Skill Area 7
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Inventory

Items go here

Character Data
Character Name Mar'kul Nauna
Character Owner Semjax
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
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